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Geneseal Instructions for Use
(b) Insert a roll of Geneseal sealing film.  Tighten the screws 
on the bottom of the roll.

Geneseal Cat # 59-166 (For Narrow Vials)
 Geneseal Cat # 59-165 (For Wide Vials)

Genesealer Cat # 59-167

1. Roll Holder Adjustment 

2. Tray Jig Adjustment

Note:  You will probably 
have to remove the roll to 
tighten securely.

3. Dispensing Film (after food has cooled ~ 2 hours)

(a) Use these screws to adjust the Genesealer to 
accommodate your specific tray.

Cut along these edges

Geneseal Guide

Roll Holder

(c) Using the Adjustment Screws, position the adjustable 
Front and Back Guide Plates such that the edges are nearly 
touching the vials. This will minimize excess film that results 
in undesirable overhang on sides of vials.

(a) Adjust the Geneseal Roll Holder by loosening screws 
and sliding ends to the width of the roll.   Note that film 
will need to be within the range of the Side Jig Plate (see 
picture in step 2b).

(a) Feed the Geneseal film under the Geneseal 
Guide and pull to cover the entire tray.  Rub film 
over vials with the flat of the hand to ensure full 
adhesion.  Cut the film with a sharp blade along 
edges of the Guide Plates.  Slide the tray out of 
the Genesealer. Remove excess film from Back 
Guide Plate as needed.

(b) Place another tray (without dividers) or a flat 
surface (such as a piece of cardboard) onto the 
sealed vials and flip vials to open-end down and 
position.

Adjustment
Screws

(b) Insert a tray of vials flush with the Front Guide Plate 
and Side Jig Plate. Note that with assembled corrugated 
trays, thick end should be oriented forward.   
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